
EFFECTIVE THESIS

A thesis statement tells a reader how you will interpret the significance of the subject matter under discussion. Such a
statement is also called an â€œargument,â€• a .

It should tell what you plan to argue, and it should "telegraph" how you plan to argueâ€”that is, what
particular support for your claim is going where in your essay. If readers strongly disagree with you right off
the bat, they may stop reading. Before you develop an argument on any topic, you have to collect and organize
evidence, look for possible relationships between known facts such as surprising contrasts or similarities , and
think about the significance of these relationships. Plus, it is a bit offensive. Works consulted We consulted
these works while writing this handout. Every paper you writeâ€”expository, analytical,
argumentativeâ€”should have a main point or central message. This narrowed idea provides focus and
direction for your paper. Avoid overused, general terms and abstractions. A thesis statement tells a reader how
you will interpret the significance of the subject matter under discussion. You write: While both sides fought
the Civil War over the issue of slavery, the North fought for moral reasons while the South fought to preserve
its own institutions. This weak thesis restates the question without providing any additional information.
Re-reading the question prompt after constructing a working thesis can help you fix an argument that misses
the focus of the question. A question "Why did communism collapse in Eastern Europe? In an announcement
thesis, the writer declares personal intentions about the paper instead stating a thesis with clear point of view
or position: 2. Your goal is to articulate an argument in detail without burdening the reader with too much
information. Avoid overly broad thesis statements. The subject, or topic, of an essay might be World War II or
Moby Dick; a thesis must then offer a way to understand the war or the novel that others might dispute. You
should provide a thesis early in your essay -- in the introduction, or in longer essays in the second paragraph --
in order to establish your position and give your reader a sense of direction. Some Caveats and Some
Examples A thesis is never a question. The worst thesis imaginable other than non-existent. Even if you do not
have time to get advice elsewhere, you can do some thesis evaluation of your own. You are asked to convince
your reader of your point of view. Just think how sometimes poetry can annoy you because you have no idea
what the author actually intended. When it does, so should the thesis. Because advertisers consciously and
unconsciously manipulate data, every consumer should learn how to evaluate statistical claims. A thesis is
never a list. A thesis statement must give three points of support. An ineffective thesis would be,
"Communism collapsed in Eastern Europe because communism is evil. What problems? Persuasion is a skill
you practice regularly in your daily life. This sentence lacks tension and doesn't advance an argument. Michael
Dukakis lost the presidential election because he failed to campaign vigorously after the Democratic National
Convention. Defining the Thesis Statement What is a thesis statement? Designing an Effective Thesis
Statement Key Concepts A thesis is a simple sentence that combines your topic and your position on the topic.
A few suggestions below show how specific word choice sharpens and clarifies your meaning. Keep revising
until the thesis reflects your real ideas. Re-reading the question prompt after constructing a working thesis can
help you fix an argument that has missed the focus of the question. As you write the essay, you will probably
begin to characterize these differences more precisely, and your working thesis may start to seem too vague.
Does your thesis include a comment about your position on the issue at hand? Now you have a working thesis!


